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1 Introduction
The concept of workflow model and workflow management has come into being since 1970s, and web service is a new technique that appeared after 2000. Recently a number of researches have been conducted to investigate the relationship between workflow management and web services (Leymann, Roller & Schmidt, 2002, van der Aalst, Dumas and ter Hofstede 2003, Cardoso et al. 2004, Zhao & Cheng 2005). On one hand, the impact of web services on workflow management has become more and more significant both in academic and industrial sectors and this has made workflow management a much more important approach in information system development. On the other hand, the knowledge in workflow management domain, especially workflow models, is playing an increasingly important role in the design and development of web services. This paper discusses how workflow model can be applied in the design and development of web services.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the concept of workflow management and workflow model will be discussed. Section 3 focuses on web services and web services composition. In section 4, we discuss the design issues in web services composition from an inter-organizational workflow perspective. Finally we conclude the paper and outline future work.

2 Workflow Management
Generally, there are two basic approaches in information system development: data oriented and process oriented approaches. Recently there is a significant shift from data oriented to process oriented approach (van der Aalst, 2002). Workflow management system can be viewed as a product of shift to process oriented approach in information system.

The concept of business process focuses on jobs and tasks perform in an organization. Business process is a set of one or more interdependent activities, which collectively achieve a business objective or policy goal (Chiu et al. 2004). The activities involved could be human oriented activities or computer systems processes. In an organization, people were assigned to do different works by working together to achieve a specific goal. Every
member has its own responsibility and they have to work in a certain sequence to make sure the work is satisfactorily performed.

Business process reengineering (BPR) is a management trend related to business process (van der Aalst 2002). This trend originated from Taylor (1911)’s scientific management. To find ways to improve the efficiency of an organization, research is conducted in the routine aspect of work activities in which the goal of the business was redefined. Every step of a business process is carefully studied to determine if the step could be removed or reorganized based on the goal of the business process.

With the use of computer systems in the organization, computer processes have replaced large number of manual works. People have worked cooperatively with computers to achieve the goals of the organization and computer-based information systems play a more and more important role in the business processes of an organization. However, the first attempt of using computer in business processes is not workflow management system. On the contrary, it is the database management system. The seventies and eighties were dominated by data-driven approaches in information systems. At that time, “the focus of information technology was on storing and retrieving information and as a result data modeling was the starting point for building an information system. The modeling of business process was often neglected and processes had to adapt to information technology” (van der Aalst 2002).

Even in the 1970s, the years when data-driven approach dominates information systems development, the rudiment of workflow management system, which is often known as office information system were developed and implemented in the office automation domain. These systems differ from the database management system on their explicit workflow models. Although there was great optimism about the applicability of office information systems, very few applications succeeded. Both the application of this technology and research almost stopped for a decade during the eighties. In the nineties, there was a renewed interest in workflow management system, particularly in the areas of banking and insurance (van der Aalst, Dumas and ter Hofstede 2003).

There are two types of workflow management systems: human-oriented and system-oriented workflow management systems (Georgakopoulos et al. 1995). Human-oriented workflow involves humans collaborating in performing tasks and coordinating tasks. System-oriented workflow access heterogeneous, autonomous, and/or distributed information systems. While human-oriented workflow implementations often control and coordinate human tasks, system-oriented workflow implementation often control and coordinate software tasks (Georgakopoulos et al. 1995).

Data oriented and process oriented information systems are suitable for different types of business processes. According to Cardoso et al. (2004) there is three types of business processes: 1) business process involving human, 2) business process involving systems and applications, and 3) transactional business process. Generally speaking, human-oriented workflow management system is suitable for the first type of business process, system-oriented workflow management system is suitable for the second type, and data oriented information systems such as enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems are suitable for the third type of business process. We will focus on system-oriented workflow management system in this paper.

2.1 Workflow Models and Their Implementations

One of the major characteristics of workflow management system is the separation of function logic and flow logic. Function logic deals with a specific task, such as updating a customer record or calculating order discount, while flow logic deals with combining many functions in some sequences to solve more complex problem such as processing an order (Cardoso et al. 2004). In a workflow management system, the flow logic is represented in a workflow model. Usually a workflow model is illustrated in a graphical model representing business processes, however it can also be shown using algebra models. Several components may be included in workflow model including activities, orders, states, participants and messages between participants. In general, different workflow models focus on different components of a workflow.

A workflow model usually doesn’t give detail of an activity but mainly focus on flow logic. Each activity in a workflow model represents a functional logic and they are put together in a certain sequence to represent the flow logic. The execution sequence of the activities is the order of a workflow. States is another important component in a workflow model. The state of a workflow identifies which activity/activities is/are executing in the workflow. Data shared by different activities may also be included. Petri net is an example of graphical workflow model. In a Petri net workflow model, the state of a workflow is shown by the distribution of tokens on the circles.
It is often that no participant is represented explicitly in a workflow model. However for an inter-organizational workflow, it is necessary to identify different participants involved in the workflow. In workflow model representation such as UML activity diagram (Chiu et al. 2004) and Petri net (van der Aalst 1999, van der Aalst 2000), a vertical line is used to divide the workflows belong to different organizations. These workflow models can be used in a more detailed workflow representation when every participant, including human and computer system, in the same organization needs to be identified. Sometimes messages between the participants of a workflow are also represented in a workflow model. There are two types of messages: synchronous and asynchronous messages. If a participant must wait for the feedback of the message before doing another task, it is a synchronous message. Otherwise, it is an asynchronous message (Alonso et al. 2004 p 22). Synchronous and asynchronous messages are illustrated with different symbols in a message sequence chart (van der Aalst 1999).

Figure 1 shows an example of a simple workflow model using Petri net model representation. The rectangles represent business activities, the arrows show the business rules and the relation between the business activities. The state of the workflow is illustrated by the distribution of tokens on the circles. Participants and messages between participants are not shown in a basic Petri net model.

The separation of flow logic and function logic makes the implementation of a workflow management system different compare with other computer systems. A two-level programming model, with programmers implementing the functions logic and nonprogrammers such as business specialists designing flow logic, is used in the implementation of workflow management system (Leymann & Roller 2002). As the core of workflow management system architecture, an “enactment service” creates workflow instances based on the workflow model and perform every step by offering work to workers if it is a human-oriented workflow management system or launching various kinds of applications if it is a system-oriented workflow management system (van der Aalst 2002). The applications that a workflow management system can launch include legacy systems, databases as well as other workflow management systems.

After the implementation of the workflow management system, the flow logic can still be changed in a flexible way and it is not necessary to implement the function logics for every activity again. This feature of workflow management system makes it much more easier for organizations to engage in a BPR project. This is because their business processes are easier to understand and change. On the other hand, data oriented systems such as the ERP cannot provide this kind of flexibility. Although they still considered themselves to have a workflow model, their workflow models are implicit and are often embedded in the applications and parameter tables. Thus this type of workflow model is difficult for the programmers and business specialists to understand and change. Recently there is a move for the data oriented systems to replace the flow logic embedded in the applications and parameter tables with a workflow management system to make these systems more “workflow driven” and to make it more flexible (Cardoso et al. 2004).

2.2 Inter-organizational Workflow

It is possible for one single workflow management system to be used by users in different organizations or to launch applications owned by different organizations. For example, a workflow management system can be used to integrate two or more ERP systems used by different organizations in supply chain integration across different organizations (Cardoso et al. 2004). To clarify the term inter-organizational workflow, we refer to workflows on two or more workflow management systems.

There are two main issues that make inter-organizational workflow a domain different from workflow within an organization. Firstly, it is difficult to model and implement the interaction between two or more workflow management systems that involved in an inter-organizational workflow. It is very possible that different vendors develop these workflow management systems. In general, there is still no widely supported standard for interoperability of workflow management system (van der Aalst and Kumar 2003). Secondly, it is natural that an
organization is unwilling to publish its internal workflow, which makes inter-organizational cooperation more difficult (Chiu et al. 2004, Shen & Liu 2001, Kindler et al. 2000, Gou et al. 2003).

There are two modes of operation for the interaction between two different workflow management systems in an inter-organizational workflow environment: loose integration and tight integration (van der Aalst and Kumar 2003). In the loose integration mode, a main workflow keeps running in one single workflow engine. When inter-organizational integration is needed, one activity of the workflow will access the workflow provided by other organization and wait for the response. Upon receipt of the feedback, the main workflow continues. In this mode, the consistency among their workflows is hard to maintain, but it is possible for the organizations involved to keep their internal workflow secret. Several mechanisms have been proposed to prevent exposing the whole internal workflow when cooperating in an inter-organizational workflow. Examples include process-view mechanism (Shen & Liu 2001) and workflow-view mechanism (Chiu et al. 2004). These mechanisms are useful to expose part of a workflow to other organization for the purpose of developing a workable inter-organization workflow while keeping the proprietary workflow secret at the same time. But the clear algorithm to create the partial "view" from a workflow is still missing.

In the tight integration mode, when inter-organizational integration is needed, the workflow engine will ship the entire file of workflow specification to another workflow engine. When the other engine finishes its work, it will change the state of the file and transfer it back to the previous workflow engine, where the task will resume. In this mode, consistency between two workflows is easy to maintain. The disadvantage of this approach is participants in an inter-organizational workflow have to expose their entire internal workflow to one another.

3 Web Services

The trend from data oriented to process oriented is becoming more significant when web services come into being. Web services technique provides a new universal solution for the problem of how to invoke application on other system, which is a major issue in system-oriented workflow management system. Furthermore, the appearance of web services composition language makes it possible to integrate a number of web services into a workflow. Web service is a new solution for "machine to machine" communication based on the Internet technology. The W3C definition states that ‘a web service is a software application identified by a URI, whose interfaces and bindings are capable of being defined, described, and discovered as XML artifacts. A Web service supports direct interactions with other software agents using XML – based messages exchanged via Internet – based protocols’ (W3C 2002).

To enable two application systems developed on different operating systems with different programming languages to understand and talk to each other, it is necessary to have a standard. One set of standards that make web services technique possible include XML (eXtensible Markup Language), HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol, SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), WSDL (Web Services Description Language) and UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery). These standards provides a set of rules that govern how applications make use of common web service technologies so that every system is speaking the same language and makes web service interoperability practical (Monson-Haefel 2004). All of SOAP, WSDL and UDDI are presented in a XML format, and can be described through certain XML schemas. The standards of web service work together to provide the foundation of publish, discovery and access of web services. SOAP and HTTP are used to enable the interaction between two systems, whereas WSDL and UDDI make dynamic discovery of service interfaces possible. WSDL is used to describe web services and UDDI works like a Yellow Page to support the register and searching of web services. These standards were adopted by most major computer software and service companies including Sun Microsystems, Microsoft, IBM, BEA and Software AG. Figure 2 is adopted from IBM. (2001). It illustrates the basic web services architecture:
Figure 2: Web Services Architecture

This architecture is the basic architecture found in almost every introduction document to web services architecture. In Figure 2, web service registry, web service provider and web service requester are three different software systems. Firstly, the web service provider registers its service in a web service registry. Then a service requester finds the service it needs in the web service registry. Finally, the web service requester interacts with the web service provider.

In a web services conceptual model, different standards are used in different layers to make the interoperability of web services possible. Figure 3 is adopted from IBM. (2001). It shows the conceptual stack of web services. In general, the upper layers build upon the capabilities provided by the lower layers. In Figure 3, the text on the left represents standard technologies that apply at that particular layer of the stack. The bottom layers of the stack, representing the base web services stack, are relatively mature and more standardized than the layers higher in the stack (IBM. 2001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standards</th>
<th>Layers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Still many choices</td>
<td>Business Process Management Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDDI</td>
<td>Service Publication and Discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSDL</td>
<td>Service Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOAP</td>
<td>XML – Based Messaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>Network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Web Services Conceptual Stack
We can see that the lower four layers are all well defined. They are the basis for a single trigger of web services and support the scenarios including sending a message (one-way), receiving and sending a message (request-response), sending and receiving a message (solicit-response), or receiving a message (notification) (van der Aalst, Dumas and ter Hofstede 2003). From a workflow perspective, they are all about function logic of a workflow, but do not provide the mechanism of sequencing and state reserving. However one single web service cannot do the work of an entire business process. It is often that a business process contains more than one business activities. That is why the highest layer of the web service stack, the business process management layer, is required. This layer describes how a number of business activities are organized in a business process to achieve a business objective. Thus these business processes can be modeled as a business protocol often in the form of a workflow model. Although there are some standards and products that have been developed, there is still no widely accepted standard in this domain. It is worth noting that different names have been used for the standards of business process management layer in the literatures (zur Muehlen et al. 2004, van der Aalst, Dumas and ter Hofstede 2003). These include web service flow language, web service orchestration language, web service composition language and web-enabled workflow language. However we adopt the name of “web service composition language” in this paper.

There are two types of web services composition language based on their design philosophies: REST-oriented and SOAP-oriented. A recent trend is to use these two design philosophies together in the web service composition (zur Muehlen et al. 2004). One of the SOAP-oriented web service composition languages, BPEL4WS (Business Process Execution Language for Web Services), is the most well-known web service composition language. The BPEL4WS specification is built on IBM’s WSFL (Web Services Flow Language) and Microsoft’s XLANG (Web Services for Business Process Design). It uses both a block-structured language and a graph-oriented model as workflow model. A process in BPEL4WS both provides and/or uses services described in WSDL. The most significant difference between WSDL and BPEL4WS is that BPEL4WS provides the state management function, which corresponds to the state factor in the workflow model (van der Aalst, Dumas and ter Hofstede 2003).

4 Design Issues For Web Services Composition In An Inter-organizational Workflow Environment

Two research problems have been identified in the design for web services composition in an inter-organizational workflow environment. The first issue is concerned with the following question: “When there is no existing internal workflow, how do we design an inter-organizational workflow from scratch?” and the second question is “When there are two or more internal workflows already existed in the organizations, how do we make these internal workflows work together in an inter-organizational workflow?” It is no doubt that these two problems are interrelated.

To solve these two problems, a workflow model for inter-organizational workflow is needed. One of the useful inter-organizational workflow models is based on Petri net and messages exchanged between internal workflows (van der Aalst 1999). Firstly, a “workflow net” model using Petri net concept is used for internal workflow. Then synchronous and asynchronous messages connecting different organizations are also modeled using message sequence diagram. Using such a model, some analytic techniques on Petri net such as liveness and boundedness verification can be used in workflow analysis.

Soundness is a basic requirement for a workable workflow based on the “workflow net” model. (van der Aalst 1996). A sound workflow refers to a workflow that can always reach ‘proper termination’ and contain no dead transition. Informally, a ‘dead transition’ is a useless activity in a workflow net model. Figure 4 shows an example of unsound workflow.
In Figure 4, activity A is executed first. Then there are two possibilities for the next task to be executed: (B and C) or (B and D). If activities B and C are executed, the whole workflow can terminate successfully after execution of E. However if activities B and D are executed, then a token will be stuck after activity B because activity E cannot be executed without C, and the whole workflow cannot terminate properly. Thus it is meaningful and important to verify the soundness of an existing workflow.

The verification of soundness for both workflows within an organization and in an inter-organizational workflow environment can be done automatically (van der Aalst 1996, van der Aalst 1999). However the problem of verifying soundness of an inter-organizational workflow becomes more difficult when participants are not willing to expose their internal workflows. One approach proposed to solve this problem is based on scenario specified in terms of sequence diagrams and a slightly revised version of Petri net (Kindler et al. 2000). Gou et al. (2003) propose a similar approach based on UML sequence diagram and Petri net.

Although these approaches can be used to decide whether a workflow is sound, it is sometimes not enough to know that a workflow is not sound. We need to be able to determine which part of the workflow that causes the unsoundness and correct it into a sound workflow. Further more, how to design a sound inter-organizational workflow from scratch becomes a more practical problem.

A private–to–public (P2P) method is proposed to design an inter-organizational workflow from scratch (van der Aalst 2003). The approach contains three steps. Firstly, the public part of the inter-organizational workflow is created. Secondly, the public workflow is partitioned over the organizational entities involved. Finally, for each organizational entity, a private workflow that is a subclass of the relevant part of the public workflow is created using the concept of inheritance. According to van der Aalst (2003), the resultant inter-organizational workflow using this approach is guaranteed to be sound. Furthermore, as the public workflow is designed before the private workflow is created, it is not necessary to consider the issue of keeping the internal workflow secret. As long as the private workflow is a subclass of their relevant part of the public workflow using the concept of inheritance (van der Aalst 2003), the organizations involved in the inter-organizational workflow can design and modify their internal private workflows in any way they want, and there is no need to worry about the soundness of the whole inter-organizational workflow.

In practice, it may be rare to design an inter-organizational workflow from scratch. There are already many workflow management system implemented in the business world. Therefore how do we make these existing workflow management systems work together become an important research issue. Public–to–private approach cannot be used to solve this problem because the private workflows are already there but the public workflow is still missing.

Web services architecture provides a mechanism to enable the publishing and searching for a single web service. Thus it is useful when an organization wants to outsource part of its workflow. However when two organizations want to integrate their workflows seamlessly, this mechanism of web services is not enough. The flow logic of the workflows involved should also be able to be published and searched. The match making mechanism proposed by Wombacher et al. (2004) is helpful here. The mechanism uses a revised version of Finite State Automata (FSA) model to decide whether two workflows are compatible to work together. Using this method, it will be easier for two organizations to establish business relations without relying on manually negotiation for the specification of public workflow. However, this match making mechanism does not consider the internal...
implementation of the public workflow. Figure 5 shows a procurement match making scenario using the FSA model. The scenario is adopted from Wombacher et al. (2004).

The FSA model focuses on the messages and states of a workflow. The states are represented with circles and the arrows show the messages. The sending and receiving messages lead to the change of state of the workflows. Figure 5 (a) shows the message sequence supported by a vendor from its customers. First an order message is received. If the product is not available, a message of “no stock” will be sent back. Otherwise, the vendor will firstly deliver the product, then receive the payment. Two types of payment method including credit card payment and invoice payment are supported. There are two errors in the message sequence in Figure 5 (b) as a customer message sequence interacting with the vendor’s message sequence showed in Figure 5 (a): the first one is that its payment message is sent before the delivery message, the second is that it doesn’t support the “no stock” message, which is a “mandatory” message (Wombacher et al. 2004). On the other hand, the message sequence in Figure 5 (c) is matched with the vendor message sequence although it doesn’t support the invoice payment message because the invoice payment message is an “optional” message. Wombacher et al. (2004) ’s approach can decide whether two workflows are compatible to work together automatically.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, design issues in web services composition in an inter-organizational workflow are discussed. We focus on two research problems: 1) how to design an inter-organizational workflow from scratch when there is no existing internal workflow, 2) how to make existing internal workflows work together in an inter-organizational workflow environment. A P2P approach has been proposed to overcome the first problem, and a match making mechanism is thought to be helpful to solve the second problem. The relationship between the public and private workflow will be further investigated in future works.
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